
About John Hoelle: Hoelle is specially trained in the collaborative divorce model, 
and strives to meet the interests of both spouses, at all levels, ensuring that they 
each feel empowered throughout the process. He has no tolerance for other family 
law practitioners who increase conflict unnecessarily, and he acts at all times to 
minimize the cost and damage of the legal divorce process.

Interview Intro: Hoelle is a Colorado-licensed attorney and mediator practicing 
family law. He draws on a professional skill set, a background in mindfulness and 
healing practices, a playful approach to life, and 20 years of personal experience 
in the trenches of marriage, divorce, and fatherhood, in service of guiding people 
efficiently and carefully through transitions in their journey together.

Suggested Interview Topics for Fabish & Hoelle: What makes Conscious 
Divorce Mediation different from other divorce processes?; What are the benefits 
of using an attorney as your mediator during divorce?; Why haven't I heard about 
Conscious Divorce Mediation in the past?
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Suggested Interview Questions for Fabish & Hoelle: How do I do my divorce in 
a way that will be least harmful to my children?; How do I get the most protection 
for my children in a divorce?; How can I get professional help with my divorce 
without spending a fortune?; How can I get a divorce without lawyers but still get 
professional help?

About Peter Fabish: As a experienced family 
lawyer, trained mediator, and masters level 
psychotherapist, Fabish has devoted his 
career to helping families engage in the great 
transition of divorce with dignity, strength, and 
wisdom. Families going through this transition 
need support understanding the complex legal 
landscape of divorce, getting clear about their 
rights and desires, expressing themselves, 
being heard and understood, and coming to 
agreements or court orders about the future of 
their co-parenting family that work and make 
sense.

               Interview Intro:  Fabish is an attorney-
      mediator and co-founder of Conscious Family 
      Mediation, a family law firm in Boulder Colorado

that offers Conscious Divorce Mediation to couples seeking an alternative 
to traditional divorce. As a neutral helping parties through divorce 

mediation, or as an advocate representing a party in divorce proceedings, he brings 25 plus years of legal, 
mediation, coaching and counseling experience to bear in seeking creative solutions that work, for people, 
children and families. Peter received his JD from University of Washington in 1991 and a Masters in Counseling 
from Seattle University in 2009.

Contact Information:
Email: admin@consciousfamilyfirm.com
www.consciousfamilyfirm.com
www.facebook.com/consciousfamilyfirm/
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